October 12, 2022, message from giantess who identified herself as Catea.
Hunebedden in Darp, the Netherlands:
The Hunebedden where you are now are my remains. My bones. I lived during a reset in a new
matrix form experiment as giantess Catea. We know each other from that time. You have been
acquainted with your memory as giant Ulca years ago. During our Giant form reset, you and many
other family members managed to come home to the first divine creation sound, our harmonic zero
point, the inner void. So at the end of our reset many managed to withdraw the energy into their
source of formlessness through their first creation source cell, and went back home to Source. This
first original creation source cell consists of the first divine female and male cell/genes. In essence,
they are two cells, which become one source soul light cell sound and geometry, when all other 142
sounds (71 female and 71 male god frequencies) are vibrating in harmonic zero-point.The next part
you already know as the 2348 = 71 pathway, but not the whole of it yet. We have 71 Divine male
and female genes, consisting of 23 elemental sounds frequencies/dimensions and 48 mineral sounds
frequencies/dimensions. If we add 2x 71, and include the two first source cell creations, which
become oneness when it's in harmony, the harmonic zero of formlessness, you arrive at 144 divine
sounds/frequencies/dimensions. You have heard about the chosen 144.000, that’s what this is, the
inner 144 divine frequencies. The sound frequencies within each and every one of you. So in
essence, we and all that is, are sound frequencies. Through 9 false Saturn Moon sounds, they keep
us trapped in this prison matrix. You along with many others have been away from this reset form
experiment for a period of time, at home in the formless cosmic waters of the true supreme source.
From here you gained sound frequency experiences and were sent back into the matrix together
with many others by the Supreme Source. For there is a matrix entrance and exit, in our inner
harmonic zero point, where form becomes formless we come home to the source of presence. You
probably remember the 9 sounds you had to play during the initial phase of your awakening in this
reset. These 9 sounds are the false matrix Saturn Moon sounds that help maintain this matrix. These
sounds gave you access to their false interfering layers placed upon the original divine gene path of
minerals and elements. You, and many others, have now cleared and re-activated the original Divine
elemental and mineral pathway back to the beginning point, the void.
Back to our Giant shape reset. Myself and many other families were unable to withdraw in energy,
back to the original supreme source through our first creation cell, the void. Sadly, many of us were
killed during the reset end and became trapped in the new promised world, Orion. Most of us had
taken in too many false encodings through the false "higher" gods, realms and frequencies, which
left us trapped in a new part of the prison matrix, called Orion. We were given a new shape here and
were used for a war experiment. Our creative power and thinking was once again manipulated
through a new experiment, allowing them to shape and use new war technology. A copied particle
from our source creation cell was reused to experiment with new shape. For subsequent resets. In
order to permanently expand this prison Matrix.
I've been waiting for this moment, Brother Ulca. You are ready now to receive this message. But not
all your soul family is ready to hear this message, be consciousness about this. Which is
understandable, because during our reset to a "new" world, many of us also clung to the hope and
romance of the higher realms and a perfect new world. Once locked into this new Galactic prison of
Orion "The New World", many of us discovered that our inner void was the way out of this new
prison, many of us are now back in the Original Supreme Source. So am I. Recently you have
returned to your own first original soul source, cell frequency sound and geometry. Therefore, I can
now temporarily enter this prison matrix, through your void, frequency and geometry. I can send my
message, because a remnant of my first source cell structure in my old bones is still active as soon
as I bring my consciousness there. At your request, I have passed on my message to your crystal.
My old bones that you know as the Hunebedden. A bed where my memory of the third = “HUN”

wave still rests. I was killed in the last hunt, they called it the third wave that would take us to the
promised new land of peace and harmony, Orion. I'm here to let you know that we as giants also
believed in a new world. Not realizing that the way out was within ourselves, through the void. We
were misled by matrix coding from a major threat. They made us believe through the false gods and
'higher' realms that an all-destroying meteorite was approaching us. The meteorite turned out to be
an alien invasion created by the creators of this prison matrix. We were told that the meteorite
would destroy our entire civilization. By appealing to the gods and higher realms, we would find
passage to the new world. By connecting and focusing on the "Higher" and New World outside of
ourselves, we unconsciously brought in the false "higher" matrix encodings for their new form
experiment, creating a new form realm for them with our creator frequency consciousness.
The stories you know, the so-called higher dimensions and the higher light, are the distraction and
deception. As you invoke these higher frequencies outside of yourself, and consciously connect, you
bring in false matrix form encodings. The true Light and 144,000 higher Source sound frequencies/
dimensions are already within each one of us, overshadowed by the false matrix encodings. We, as
giants, were also deceived and believed in the higher gods and realms outside ourselves. We were
told we could create a new world together with them. We anchored in and created their new matrix
world, Orion. The new horizon of Orion. A realm that you know as a so-called galactic realm. That
is also part of this Matrix prison. We giants shaped this realm through our misguided sound
consciousness during our reset in the prison experiment. All galactic realms, have we created as
source original soul creators, during the many matrix resets we have experienced. They disrupted
with false codes our sound pathway to our true inner light, and our first creation source cell. Every
time we brought in a higher frequency, we thought we were closer to the new world and our true
light. But in reality, we embodied and anchored a false matrix form coding layer. A coding that
controlled our consciousness through our thoughts and imagination. When we focus our
consciousness onto something, from our first creation, source soul cell, it takes shape and becomes
a reality. At that moment, most of us were unconscious, about this. We found out about this when
we found ourselves trapped in the New World of Orion. It's not too late for you and many others.
The inner void is the doorway back home.
What can you do?, don't hold on to form, identity and stories, let it move in the formlessness of
your first inner deepest light source in your soul cell, your void. Nature and animals can also
withdraw their energy at any moment, so can you. In your first source soul cell, which in turn is part
of the infinite waters of the cosmic original source field, is your center source and voice of wisdom.
When you're in the void, your bones can store source wisdom and release it in this matrix through
your consciousness. Nothing comes from outside of us, everything is already within us. When
knowing comes through the source, don't hold on to that either, just observe and let go, let it rest in
the cosmic source waters of your formlessness. Here you can also make the false light and sound
encodings of the matrix formless, allowing it to be reborn as a new divine form when needed. Your
harmonic center zero point is the place where the false matrix sounds and encodings have no control
over you. Being present in the void, harmonic zero point within, you can alchemize all toxics within
this prison matrix. In the NOW presence, there are no thoughts, only divine presence. Observe and
let go. Don't hold on to identities and stories from the matrix and the higher realms. Be presence, be
love, observe and let go, that's all you need.
Take in what resonates and then let it go again. Love to you all, Qizenna.

